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QUESTION 1

What is an advantage of using a brownfield infrastructure? 

A. Avoids upgrades to existing infrastructures 

B. Promotes staff familiarity with technology 

C. Enables migration to new technologies 

D. Avoids older and less efficient processes 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A cloud architect is evaluating an organization\\'s need to support thousands of virtual machine instances and some
form of encryption. Which encryption type should be selected and why? 

A. Storage array encryption to provide centralized management 

B. Full file systems encryption to simplify key management 

C. Network-based encryption to increase security at the cost of server overhead 

D. Self-encrypting storage devices to increase security at the cost of increased overhead 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which infrastructure does VCE Vblock represent? 

A. Brownfield 

B. Traditional 

C. Hyper-converged 

D. Converged 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which type of storage is optimal for high performance and low latency applications? 

A. File 
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B. Object 

C. Block 

D. Cluster 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A cloud architect has determined that the cloud management infrastructure requires an authentication and PKI
environment. In addition, each tenant will require its own authentication and PKI environment. What describes these
separate environments in a cloud design document? 

A. Availability zones 

B. Fault domains 

C. Multi-tenancy 

D. Trust zones 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A cloud architect is designing a hybrid cloud for an organization. A requirement for this environment is that the private
cloud user credential be trusted by both cloud provisioning APIs. Which type of authentication will meet this
requirement? 

A. Federated authentication 

B. Asymmetric encryption 

C. Symmetric encryption 

D. Shared-key authentication 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

An architect is designing a cloud. The architect has decided to place the cloud management platform components on a
separate set of compute, network, and storage infrastructure from the consumer resources. Why would the architect
make this decision? 

A. Provide static and dedicated resources to the management applications without affecting the efficiency ofconsumer
resource sharing 

B. Provide static and dedicated resources to the consumer applications without affecting the efficiency of
themanagement applications 
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C. Provide additional security to the management infrastructure by eliminating exposure to publicfacingnetworks 

D. Provide separate billing for the management applications for the consumer\\'s resources 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

An organization wants to include performance monitoring in their cloud environment. However, they want to minimize
the number of accounts and passwords that must be created on target devices and sent across the network. 

Which monitoring solution should a cloud architect recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Proxy 

B. Agent-based 

C. Agentless 

D. Central 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

A cloud architect is expected to present a final cloud infrastructure design to an organization. The architect will meet
with an organization\\'s executives and discuss the physical design. Why might this to be the wrong time to present this
design? 

A. Physical designs are too high level for executives 

B. Physical designs are too general for executives 

C. Physical designs are too detailed for executives 

D. Physical designs are too theoretical for executives 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which set of general criteria should the cloud architect consider when selecting a cloud management platform? 

A. Multi-tenancy, API version, and cross-platform awareness 

B. Hypervisor, hybrid cloud capabilities, and authentication 

C. Geographic region, networked storage, and Internet access 

D. Network storage, operating system drivers, and update services 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

If the metering tool supports multi-tenancy and integrates with the cloud portal, what should be considered? 

A. Only permit local user access for security reasons 

B. Metering tool should not integrate with tenant authentication 

C. Metering server access should be allowed for all tenants 

D. Role-based access for security reasons 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

In addition to the operating system, what other components does the consumer manage in an IaaS cloud service
model? 

A. Application, data, storage, and physical networking 

B. Data, middleware, application, and runtime 

C. Runtime, physical servers, application, and middleware 

D. Middleware, runtime, hypervisor, and application 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

After developing prototype applications in the public cloud, developers determined that they want softwaredefined
network functionality. Which ability will this requirement provide for the developers? 

A. Programmatically provision an IPsec VPN tunnel between the public and private clouds 

B. Programmatically migrate layer-3 access from aggregate to access switches 

C. Programmatically control physical core network topologies 

D. Programmatically provision physical network segments and services 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

An organization plans to deploy a spine/leaf network topology to support a cloud design. Leaf switches will use layer-3
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protocols to communicate with the spine switches. Hosts will each connect to two leaf switches using layer-2 protocols. 

Which technology must be enabled between the host and leaf switches to provide the maximum throughput for a single
data stream? 

A. Generic Network Virtualization Encapsulation 

B. Spanning Tree Protocol 

C. Equal-Cost Multi-Path Routing 

D. Multi-Chassis Aggregation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

An organization wants to deploy a block storage in the cloud using a storage array that is accessible through the iSCSI
protocol. The hosts support iSCSI. 

Why would network segmentation be included in the design to support this requirement? 

A. Secure all traffic between the storage array and the hosts 

B. Enable CHAP between the array and hosts 

C. iSCSI traffic is not supported on networks with other types of traffic 

D. Enable LUN masking capabilities of the array 

Correct Answer: D 
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